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Giuseppe Gabellone
ZERO...
For this solo show, Giuseppe Gabellone chose an off-site
space, installing three works (all Untitled, 2018) at the
Fonderia Artistica Battaglia, near Zero’s former location.
The two large rooms in a stark, unfurnished industrial space seemed well suited to the extremely sober,
almost minimal works that are the artist’s most recent
creations. The large windows, moreover, allowed them
to be seen in natural light, in keeping with the artist’s
usual practice.
Interested in the signifying relationship between a
work and its surroundings, Gabellone often inserts his
sculptures into the void of expansive spaces in order to
activate viewers’ reactions, including physical ones, to
the maximum possible extent. In the first room, a large
yellow canvas was periodically lowered from a slender
metal structure hanging from the ceiling like a curtain
that, once entirely drawn, divided the space into two. In
its slow descent and ascent, the work functioned as a
dynamic element that also introduced a strong chromatic component into the neutrality of the industrial
environment.
Next to this work, which played with ideas of verticality
and incorporeality, was a piece based on ideas of accumulation, of densification at floor level, and of the
lowering of the gaze. A pile of sheets of paper cut
into irregular shapes, some with large holes, had been
soaked in resin and pigment. Thus solidified, they rested
atop one another on a low base, a sort of grid made of
bamboo reeds intertwined with ropes. The rigid sheets
seemed like letters in some archaic alphabet, while the
bamboo structure brought to mind the skilled craftsmanship of some past culture.
The third work, installed in the adjacent room, stood
out in dialectical contrast to this evocation of the
past. Extremely high-tech in comparison, it was the
only piece illuminated by artificial lights, which were
an intrinsic part of the work: A pole balanced diagonally on a tall metal tripod supported a row of shining
lightbulbs. Although the structure brought to mind the
shape of a seesaw, this luminous bar was not mobile
but fixed in place. Of course, the work could be observed from numerous viewpoints—visitors could move
around it as they could around any other sculpture. But
the mobility of the viewer was the only thing that modified this piece, which is not the case with some other
works by Gabellone. (Perhaps here, in this adherence to
convention, the artist applied the same logic that moti-
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vated an earlier group of works: large color photographs of structures
built for the sole purpose of being photographed and then existing as
two-dimensional icons, as striking as they are ambiguous.) For many
viewers, this exhibition probably made its strongest impact through the
frontal view of this bright and twisted work, framed by the door of the
adjacent room. It exuded a certain sense of sacredness—and yet in an
absolutely profane way, which made it no less intense.
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Giuseppe Gabellone
Sculpture is a good starting point to examine ideas around reproduction, not only because it’s often editioned but also because,
for millennia, certain sculptural forms have been perpetuated
through replicas. Even in our digital world, the snow-white profile of a classical statue is an image capable of time-travelling
without losing its power. Since he first started exhibiting in the
mid-1990s, Giuseppe Gabellone has defined himself as a sculptor,
even when exhibiting only photographs – usually of his sculptures
– which he dismantles after the shoot. The artist has consistently,
almost stubbornly, explored the relationship between sculpture
and transience. He has experimented with all sorts of materials,
from tobacco to glass; for the series ‘I Giapponesi’ (The Japanese,
2003), for example, he translated fragments of Japanese ukyo-e
Giuseppe Gabellone, installation view, 2013
woodblock prints into reliefs made of polyurethane foam. When
reproduced as copies of lost originals, Gabellone’s sculptures
revert to an almost immaterial state, made to inhabit the viewer’s imagination and memory instead of the exhibition spaces. I’ve
always found this deferral of tactile pleasure slightly sadistic, or possibly just defensive; an effective way to control and dictate
the public’s accessibility to his works.
In Gabellone’s exhibition at GAMeC – which was curated by Alessandro Rabottini – any safe distance was abolished. All of the
works were made specifically for the show. Viewers were greeted by Grande Viola (Big Purple, 2012), a soft purple quilt, in cotton
velvet and acrylic padding, sewn by the artist’s mother, which covered a large section of the floor. Visitors had to walk across it
to get into the gallery; imprinting it with their footprints, they also risked tripping, thus messing with the elegance of the drapery
(another echo of classical sculpture). At the far side of the gallery, another quilt, Verde acido (Acid Green, 2012), guided viewers
to a smaller side room, where it crawled up the wall into a knotted tip. On the opposite wall, Gabellone had installed a pair of
small reliefs in bronze and aluminium (both Untitled, 2013), made from lost wax casting; their wavy surfaces mirrored the folded
blanket. In the main room were three large high-relief casts in industrial epoxy resin, pigmented in flashy colours: yellow for
Proteggi Giuseppe (Protect Giuseppe), black for Mr. Mother, and brick red for Irò Irò Irò (all 2012). The titles spell out the text
inscribed in each work; the letters unfold over the surface in meandering ribbons, overlapping each other like the flourishes of
an oblique, idiosyncratic calligraphy. These casts are, again, reproductions – the originals, formed in grey clay and presented as
black and white photos in the catalogue, never left Gabellone’s Paris studio. The epoxy resin’s fine texture was both matte and
shiny under the gallery’s bright neon lights; it’s hard to capture the radiance of the resin, expanding as a glowing halo, with a
camera. The exhibition combined works in complementary colours: yellow and purple, red and green, while the black Mr. Mother
stood alone.
I suspect that autobiography, which Gabellone usually keeps at bay, was partially responsible for the unusual warmth, playfulness and immediate proximity of these elegant works. Not only was the exhibition a sort of homecoming (it was his first in an
Italian public museum since he moved to France a decade ago), but it’s tempting to read the influence of family life in the titles.
If Proteggi Giuseppe is obviously a self-portrait, Mr. Mother could be a reference to his wife or parenthood more generally, while
the childlike iteration of Irò Irò Irò evokes the presence of his young son Romeo. It’s obviously too intimate a world to share with
pictures.
Barbara Casavecchia is a contributing editor of frieze and a freelance writer and curator living in Milan, Italy.
First published in Issue 156, Jun - Aug 2013
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Giuseppe Gabellone at
GAMeC

Giuseppe Gabellone (b. Brindisi, Italy 1973, works and lives in Paris) is probably one of the most celebrated member of the
Italian scene of artists and friends known as Il gruppo di Via Fiuggi (the group of the Fiuggi street); young authors from the
late 90’s, who actively work for the re-definition of contemporary art in Italy, giving new meaning and developments to the hard
heritage left by the Arte Povera and conceptual art. The absolutely independent artistic research carried on by Giuseppe Gabellone first focused on the crossing of sculpture and photography. With a particular analytic and incisive approach in regard to the
media, he initially created visual enigmas made of sculptures, which couldn’t survive without the distance achieved only through
the photographic reproduction.
Strange shapes that seem to refer to recognisable and functional objects and places, were actually reproductions of shapes,
which alluded to the reality, but deprived of their physical status and natural contest, photographed and then destroyed to add
further obstacles to their uderstanding. Among them: a cactus made of wet clay pent- up in a garage; curvilinear streets of
down tree that never leads to any places; flowers and plants scaled down and apparently out of order, plus objects set into
heavy armored structures. From this first approach suspended between sculpture and photography, Gabellone moved to a new
series of works where matter is represented through the form of bas-relief. Characterized by the use of unusual materials, which
contrasts with the tradition of their shapes, these sculptures create ambiguity whilst surprising the viewers by referring to exotic imaginaries.
For the exhibition, expressly thought for GAMeC space, and after a long absence from the Italian artistic scene, once again,
Gabellone created original works that analysed the sculpture as main media, but this time focusing on high relief. To do this,
the artist put themes like color, surface, and contrast between vast and master to the centre of his research, producing intense
chromatic juxtapositions, which remind drawings made by children with crayons. This strange promenade made of stuffed fabric
guides the path throughout giant components that remind the “movable type”, hypothetical letters that seem to compose only
meaningless words, which don’t allude to anything specific, but maintain their conceptual potential, both striking and puzzling
the viewers.
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BERGAMO
Giuseppe Gabellone
GAMEC - GALLERIA D'ARTE MODERNA E CONTEMPORANEA DI BERGAMO
Via San Tomaso 53
March 8 - May 5
An enormous purple cotton carpet greets visitors as they enter the first of two
rooms of Giuseppe Gabellone’s current exhibition. The expansive floor covering,
Grande Viola, 2012, stretches throughout the space and commands respect, making it difficult for one to overcome an onset of embarrassment when left with
no choice but to tread upon it. Alternatively, the ratio of walking room to covered floor could persuade one to go barefoot, allowing for other senses like touch
to grasp the nonvisual properties of the velvety exterior and its acrylic stuffing.
Also in this room, three epoxy resin pieces are installed on the surrounding walls and act as steady anchors to the consuming presence of the amorphous work
below them. Featuring swirling letters, Irò, irò, irò, Mister Mother, and Proteggi
Giuseppe, all 2012, seem to signify their onomatopoeic potential rather than any
applicable literal meaning.

Giuseppe Gabellone, Proteggi Giuseppe, 2012, epoxy
resin, 88 1/5 x 65 x 15 3/4”.

To the right of the first room, two arched passageways lead to another space
where a second carpet has been placed. Verde Acido, 2012, though similar in
texture and size, is here slung over a wall as if thrown over a shoulder, with
most of its neon green material spilling onto the ground. Additionally, two
untitled sculptures from 2013 have been installed on the wall that separates the
gallery’s rooms. The first work is a bronze slab that appears as dry as the crust
of a darkened loaf of bread; the second, made of aluminum, undulates in ripples

that liken the shimmery texture to sea waves. Both appear to be the result of Gabellone’s analysis of the unexpressed potential of each variant material, the matte bronze as organic and the iridescent aluminum as optical. It seems that this exhibition
addresses media and their inherent qualities, and more specifically their ability to translate space as well as the experience of
the inhabiting viewer.
Translated from Italian by Marguerite Shore.
— Marco Tagliafierro
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troyed. Here, however, sculpture and photography are locked in a mutually
dependent embrace, with each testifying to the other’s existence.
From 2003 to 2005 Gabellone explored the potential of wall sculpture in
a number of figurative bas-reliefs based on pre-existing images. A series
entitled ‘I Giapponisi’ (The Japanese, 2003) comprises cantilevered slabs
made from compressed and moulded yellow squiggles of polyurethane
foam, the top portion of which fold over into the viewer’s space like
stunted canopies. The mottled green and red polyurethane panels of La
giungla (The Jungle, 2004) grip the wall on low horizontal plinths, while
the silvery-hued Untitled (2005) series of T-shaped steles of tobacco,
aluminium powder and vinyl glue are ceremoniously hung on the wall. Far
Eastern domestic scenes, foliage and geometric shapes emerge from the
friable ersatz plaques, whose substances situate them in the present, but
whose forms hark back to sculpture’s decorative, architectural origins.
These are confidently frontal works, and their reliance on mimetic, synthetic reproduction contests our lingering attachment to archaic ‘originals’.
Gabellone works slowly and deliberately through one idea, usually for a
minimum of one year, before embarking on the realisation of another, but
his is not a linear process. For this year’s ‘Belgian Triennial of Contemporary Art by the Sea’, Gabellone proposed a new series of untitled portraitformat photographs that delineate another shift in his practice: images
of cloth tarpaulins mounted on vertical metal grid structures that are
weighted down with cement blocks and printed with found photographs.
Untitled, 2007, digital print, 42x28 cm.
Courtesy: greengrassi, London

When transported outdoors, the wind and elements distort the fabric and
the images warp and buckle. Gabellone stops the motion with a click of the
shutter, lending a rudimentary, cinematographic quality to the pictures. At
once visibly linked to the preceding works, they seem to have shaken off their
literal, historical and sculptural burden. One suspects this is only a temporary
liberation.
1 Giuseppe Gabellone interviewed by Frédéric Paul in Giuseppe Gabellone,
Domaine de Kerguéhennec, 2008, p. 7

Untitled, 2006, digital print, metal and L.E.D’s, dimensions variable. Courtesy: greengrassi, London
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